
TKR TRANSCRIPT: NANCY MCMONEAGLE IN CONFERENCE21 July 2009 at www.dojopsi.com/chat/
Ten Thousand Roads Remote Viewing and Dowsing Project (“TKR”)Project Home: http://www.tenthousandroads.comDiscussion Forum: http://www.dojopsi.info/forum/Viewer Studios & RV Galleries: http://www.dojopsi.com/tkr/Email: “Remote-Viewing” at Yahoo and Google groups

Introduction to the chat guest:A web page made to feature Nancy McMoneagle, this transcript, and other information about or from her now or in the future is location here: http://www.dojopsi.com/rvexpo/Nancy/ Find her directly at: http://blog.mceagle.com
TKR on Mrs. McMoneagle's invitation to chat: We're honored to have Q&A time with Nancy 
McMoneagle. She is currently an author and has been an astrologer for decades. Former Director of  
The Monroe Institute 1983 - 1991, she is also currently the RV Project Manager for IIA – Intuitive 
Intelligence Applications, which features the intuitive work of both Nancy and Remote Viewer Joe 
McMoneagle.  

This transcript was obtained from a live chat held in the TKR chat room at the Dojo Psi. Copyright © 2009 to Nancy McMoneagle and Palyne “PJ” Gaenir (www.palyne.com) on behalf of TKR and the Dojo Psi. (Transcript integrity notes: typos corrected, topical Q&A put more cohesively together, room traffic ignored.) Chat moderator: PJ Gaenir.Nancy McMoneagle in Conference at TKR [moderated session July 21, 2009 at www.dojopsi.com/chat/]
We are Ten Thousand Roads Remote Viewing and Dowsing Project aka "TKR."  The rules are  
simple: Relax, have fun, be cordial, no politics or religion. Remote Viewing rocks!Palyne_Gaenir: We have with us today Nancy McMoneagle. She has been a remote viewing project manager since 1984 for Intuitive Intelligence Applications, and an astrologer for several decades. She's agreed to take questions about either topic tonight, so send me your suggestions! Nancy, thanks for being here!Nancy_McMoneagle: Thanks for having me!Palyne_Gaenir: We have quite a few questions here!  Are you ready?Nancy_McMoneagle: Sure – go ahead!Palyne_Gaenir: Do you see any relationship between RV and astrology?
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Nancy_McMoneagle: In that they're both on the esoteric fringes of our culture (still), that's one connection... And due to this, they're both still fighting for solid recognition. Some astrologers (like myself) use an intuitive approach to delineating the astrological charts, so there is a connection there as well.Palyne_Gaenir: What do you think viewers can learn from astrology? Are there any shareable-lessons between them, do you think?Nancy_McMoneagle: Perhaps one lesson viewers could learn is paying attention to times of day, or month, when they're more "on" than not, because I believe people are better attuned to psychic input at specific times, depending on their charts.Palyne_Gaenir: Really. Is there a way of predicting or setting a parameter for when a given person is likely to be 'more in the zone', astrologically? I mean can you take a given birthday and figure that out?Nancy_McMoneagle: I think there are times when we're all more "attuned" in some ways, like when the Moon is in a water sign – Cancer, Scorpio or Pisces, for example.  For some reason, those are times when we're all more sensitive.  People with their Moons or Suns in those signs also tend to be more open to psychic input... But yes, I think with a birthday and birth time (very important!), we could probably figure out times when one is more in the zone... would be worth taking a look at, in any event!Palyne_Gaenir: How did you get interested in astrology?Nancy_McMoneagle: My dear mother saw to it that I had my chart done when I was about nine years old.  I was in love with the topic from then on! I have so much buried stuff (full 12th house, for anyone who knows what that means), that I found astrology to be the perfect personal "backhoe" for getting to and discovering my unconscious processes, issues, even some strengths here and there!Palyne_Gaenir: Are there any other correlations between certain astrological conditions and successful remote viewing besides the person? For example can you say if a certain day or month might be more conducive to accurate remote viewing than others, based on other factors like say the location of the viewer, or the date/time?Nancy_McMoneagle: Unfortunately, I don't have an answer to this.  It would make an excellent research topic for someone though, wouldn't it?Palyne_Gaenir: In what ways do you use astrology to support Joe's remote viewing within the business? Or do you just work separately as far as the Astrology & RV go?
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Nancy_McMoneagle: There have been times when I've recommended we not start a remote viewing project, either due to a Mercury retrograde or a Void of Course Moon - both contraindicated for initiating ANY project, RV or not. There have also been times when we decided to use astrology instead of remote viewing – more for the personal kinds of questions people ask, that Joe doesn't typically do (like relationship questions).Palyne_Gaenir: Are there ever times when you know it's a bad idea astrologically, but he's gotta view anyway for deadline reasons?Nancy_McMoneagle: Oh, yeah... those happen with some regularity. You can't stop your business because of a Mercury retrograde.Palyne_Gaenir: Can you tell us something about the 'Void of Course Moon'?Nancy_McMoneagle: Sure.  That's when the Moon is no longer making any aspects to any other planets.  What astrologers have discovered over the years is that when this happens (which it does regularly), things take double/triple the amount of energy to complete, or things just don't go the way you had anticipated.Palyne_Gaenir: What school or form of astrology do you use, and why that one?Nancy_McMoneagle: I'm a western astrologer.  I like the western, tropical approach because that's what I 'cut my teeth on," and I find it works really well.  So do other methods, like the Vedic approach, but I think I'm getting lazy in my old age and don't feel like learning a whole new language and approach!Palyne_Gaenir: Do you remote view? Have you ever remote viewed? If so did you have or use a certain methodology?Nancy_McMoneagle: Yes, I've remote viewed.  Got some direct hits, too!  This was back in the mid-80s when Joe had a small group of us that got together each week and we set up targets for each other.  No, there really wasn't a specific methodology, other than keeping the targets blind and keeping them simple. I was just remembering today, in fact, how I used to get my RV data in my dreams, for the  most part.  Once I dreamed of a guy crawling through the bushes, camouflaged, while I was standing with a woman and her daughter looking at a large wall.  I suddenly realized the target was the Viet Nam Memorial... and so it was.Palyne_Gaenir: Do you think your and Joe's relationship in some way enhances the remote viewing? Like better rapport? If so, do you think this is also a danger, e.g. in him reading 'you' a little more and picking up even unconscious expectations or biases you have about 
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a target?Nancy_McMoneagle: I think anytime people have a close relationship it affects what they do together, no matter what that might be.  I don't happen to believe that Joe "reads" my mind, as I don't believe RV works like that.  Besides, I often have no idea what the target is that I'm putting together for him (like a missing person), so there's nothing much in my mind to read... no pun there, I hope!Palyne_Gaenir: Do you think an individual's astrological attributes they were born with has an effect on how much "natural talent" for psi one has?Nancy_McMoneagle: Yes, I think that's likely true.  For example, people born with Neptune making an aspect to the Moon when they were born often have psi talent. So, this would make them more "naturally" inclined to psi ability than some others, perhaps.Palyne_Gaenir: Do you or Joe have a method to get a geographical location, e.g. country, etc other than describing the location/scene?Nancy_McMoneagle: Generally this is done through description, though on occasion Joe might use some dowsing in addition to the remote viewing.Palyne_Gaenir: You were a key person in the development of The Monroe Institute and it's Director for several years. Can you comment on the programs there? In what ways have you seen them affect people's lives?Nancy_McMoneagle: I think TMI's programs are still the best around for self-development in terms of learning how to access and use altered states of consciousness.  I watched people have peak, life-changing experience in their Gateway and Guidelines programs... and have heard that their other programs developed after I left (it's been about 19 years since I worked there) have also been life-altering for many people.Palyne_Gaenir: You've been doing professional RV Project Management for years. Do you have any tips for people starting out in a project management role?Nancy_McMoneagle: First, read the literature on the topic – all the papers, etc. out of SRI, SAIC, LFR, Journal of Parapsychology, and so forth.  Make sure you get a clear definition of the target – that you know EXACTLY what the client is looking for/ wanting to know. Make sure the viewer is blind to the target and that you're not giving any hints about what it is. When asking questions about the targets, be very careful about not asking any leading questions, or sharing any information.  And don't try to interpret their results. Most importantly, keep the viewer blind!
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Palyne_Gaenir: As a Project Manager, what guidelines do you use when framing or presenting taskings for Joe? What format?Nancy_McMoneagle: There is no format.  My only guidelines are to keep Joe blind to the targets!Palyne_Gaenir: Are you familiar with Cayce's concepts of Astrology?  How do yours differ from his?Nancy_McMoneagle: I think Edgar Cayce had a more religious approach to his work, if I'm not mistaken.  I don't know enough about his astrological approach to answer this - sorry!Palyne_Gaenir: Do you take monitor role during Joe's sessions? Have you ever done this? If you do or don't – why?Nancy_McMoneagle: We don't do the monitor bit.  I simply put the targets together for him, attach a sticky note to the sealed envelope with directions, and then he e-mails me his response, and then returns the sealed envelope to me. The reason we don't use a monitor approach, is because often I know what the target is, and if I were to be his monitor, then I'd be leading him, however unconsciously, through body language, perhaps.Palyne_Gaenir: Why the sealed envelope? Why don't you just email him a task number?Nancy_McMoneagle: I'm old fashioned! Seriously, I could just e-mail him a task number, and I have in the past. But we use the envelope approach because I usually give him many targets at one time to work on.Palyne_Gaenir: I know you're an accomplished author on the subject of astrology, but I think so far inside others' publications. Are you planning on publishing a book of your own anytime soon?Nancy_McMoneagle: What a kind comment about my being an accomplished author of astrology - would that it were so!  Yes, I've done some articles for various books, but at this time I'm not planning an astrological book.  Inspirational CD's for each astrological sign, perhaps - but not a book quite yet!Palyne_Gaenir: In Joe's media stuff, he knows it's a missing person although the *target* is not the person, but their location. When you work 'normal' work-flow, does he know that much? (We have a big debate in the field about whether that's front-loading.) Or is it nothing but the task# written on the envelope that he gets?Nancy_McMoneagle: Joe knows nothing about the targets I give him. In fact, when he's had 
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the missing people targets that he's famous for in Japan, though there were some times when he knew he was viewing a missing person, many times he did not, because as I alluded to above, I put a lot of targets together for him at the same time. Plus, keep in mind Joe never knew (knows) the age, gender, or anything else about the missing person, even if he happens to know that's the kind of target he's working.  And, of course, no one knows where the missing person is, anyway, thus the target!Palyne_Gaenir: OK, I'm going to have to ask some pure astrology questions here, since we have an astrologer in the house! Tomorrow is a huge eclipse. Got any comments on that?Nancy_McMoneagle: It's actually tonight at 10:36 pm. Eastern!  It's my understanding that this is the longest Eclipse for many years to come - which, astrologically speaking, gives it a lot of power. The Eclipse is occurring in the sign Cancer, which has to do with home, family, security of all kinds, and one's homeland.  If the degree of the Eclipse hits something in one's chart (this one is at 29 degrees of Cancer), then it activates that planetor point and makes for some significant times ahead for the person... or country!Palyne_Gaenir: If a person wanted to meditate/focus in some way during an eclipse, what would be the kind of stuff to focus on that might best 'match' that energy or dynamic?Nancy_McMoneagle: In that this Solar Eclipse is a powerful New Moon, I'd recommend meditating on how you might enhance your sense of family and belonging, your home, anything dealing with nurturing self and others and allowing yourself to be nurtured... What kind of new dynamic would you like to bring into your home, your family, that would make everyone feel more nurtured, more secure?  What kinds of new beginningswould you like to initiate to ensure your security?Palyne_Gaenir: "...or country?" Does the current eclipse have in your view some meaning for your/my country (the USA)? If so, what?Nancy_McMoneagle: Since the USA is a Cancerian country, I'd say yes, this is likely going to have a significant effect on us. In what way remains to be seen.  Not meaning to be obtuse here, just that it's really difficult to predict how an Eclipse will manifest.  Buzz Myers, a great astrologer once said that Eclipses were like a door shutting, then opening again with new possibilities. Given everything going on now, and people here feeling so insecure, I'd like to think that this Eclipse will help spur on more security for folks... more jobs, homes, and so forth.Palyne_Gaenir: Optimism!  I love optimism. Thanks for that. :-)   OK next one: December 21 or 22, 2012. Huge thing in the 'new age' world, end of Mayan calendar, end of the McKenna brothers' "Timewave Zero" and so on. Do you have any comments on this date?
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Nancy_McMoneagle: I feel like many other such times (like Y2K; Cinqo de Mayo of a few years back...), that this date will come and go like any other week before Christmas.  Sorry to be a wet blanket to all those who are having their adrenals excited about the concept of the end of the world as we know it... but that's the way I feel. I think we'll see more of an impact of "end of the world as we know it" in 2010 and 2011 –  won't even have to wait for 2012!!  If you look at what's going on around us with our governments, corporations, climate issues, etc., it's already started, don't you think?Palyne_Gaenir: So much for optimism. ;-)Nancy_McMoneagle: Touché!Palyne_Gaenir:  (For those interested: http://blog.mceagle.com/astrology/astrology-
services     is where Nancy details her chart consultation options.) What TMI focus levels are useful for practicing the state of mind used in Remote Viewing?Nancy_McMoneagle: I think Focus 10 is perfect for getting ready to do the viewing, since you're totally relaxing your body, but keeping your mind awake and alert.  Focus 12, the state of expanded awareness can be a good "place" to access information too, I think. I think Focus 15 and beyond aren't the best states for remote viewing, as they're not designed for the focus required to clearly remote view.Palyne_Gaenir: Thanks!  In IIA, do you ever turn away potential clients for ethical reasons?Nancy_McMoneagle: Yes, we sure do.Palyne_Gaenir: Do you have any % you track, of how much of IIA's work is pro-bono?Nancy_McMoneagle: I have not kept track of our pro-bono work, but I'd guess about 60% or so.Palyne_Gaenir: Holy cats. That's a lot of 'free' work! How come so much?Nancy_McMoneagle: Well, there are a lot of folks out there who needed help, and didn't have the wherewithal to pay.  Also, police and other such folks can't pay.Palyne_Gaenir: Can you give us a brief rundown of the "work-flow" at IIA? What are the steps taken from when a client contacts you with a target to the delivery of session data?Nancy_McMoneagle: Client contacts me.  I set up target.  I give sealed envelope (target) to Joe.  He responds via e-mail to me with his RV response and returns the envelope to me, and then I e-mail back Joe's results to the clients – or snail mail it to them, if they prefer. 
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After the client gets the RV results, then, if they don't have further questions about the target results, Joe then gets feedback about it.Palyne_Gaenir: What if he's wrong? How do you deal with that?Nancy_McMoneagle: Well, sometimes he is wrong.  I tell all  our clients up front that remote viewing is not 100%.  So, when he's wrong, I usually say I'm sorry –  and ask if they'd like us to do anything further.Palyne_Gaenir: OK we're about out of time here. We'd have started earlier if more folks had showed up on time. ;-)  I have one last question for you Nancy: If you could change any one thing about how people interpret or deal with remote viewing and astrology both, what would it be?Nancy_McMoneagle: I think what I'd most like to see is a de-mystification of both Remote Viewing and Astrology.  Though we may not understand or know how either of these incredible (arts?) work, they're amazing in what they offer, and don't have to be magical or mysterious in order to be a practical addition to our lives.Palyne_Gaenir: Thanks for joining us!  REALLY appreciate your making the time for us here, and the rest of the questions will have to wait till some future chat!  Thanks again![end chat, July 21, 2009]
This interview is a part of the REMOTE VIEWING EXPO JULY 2009 held by TKR, the Ten 
Thousand Roads Remote Viewing and Dowsing Project. Expo: http://www.dojopsi.com/rvexpo/ . The page for Nancy McMoneagle's materials/info is http://www.dojopsi.com/rvexpo/Nancy/ To talk more about this conference or its ideas, visit the TKR Remote Viewing Forum at http://www.dojopsi.info/forum/. To try some hands-on remote viewing, visit Viewer Studios and RV Galleries at TKR at the Dojo Psi, at http://www.dojopsi.com/tkr/. To casual chat with other viewers, visit us Monday nights 8:30-10:30pm Eastern at http://www.dojopsi.com/chat/.
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